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1. INTRODUCTION 
Multiplicity distribution is the probability of production of 

n particles of a certain type in the inelastic interaction of two 
particles: P = ^Уо^ . The multiplicity distributions of all 
charged particles are commonly studied. However, some problems 
at ise in this case: the consideration of protons and n mesons 
together seems to be incorrect which is especially clear in 
interactions with nuclei; it is incomprehensible whether leading 
particles should be included in the disributions Ce.g., in а л 
meson beam); there appears nonuniformity in the distribution due 
to charge conservation: all odd Cor all even? probabilities are 
equal to zero. 

In order not to solve these problems, let us consider the 
multiplicity distributions of negative hadrons Cin fact, it "mesons) 
for e +e~ and PP interactions. They are one-to-one related to the 
distributions of charged particles: n c n= 2 n n e for e +e~ and 

nch= ^ e g * 2 С1_Э 

for PP interactions. This equation is also used for PP 
interactions at 546 GeV assuming that the probabilities of 
changing nucleon Cantinucleon) charge at this energy for each 
multiplicity in PP and PP are equal. 

Further the multiplicity of negative particles is designated 
as n. 

The multiplicity distributions in e +e" annihilation at 
vf= 3̂ .35 GeV 111 Cthe PLUTO data are taken from the paper of 
Althoff et al.), in inelastic PP interactions at P,_b= 1.5^2000 
GeV/fc (21 and in inelastic PP interactions at Vs= 546 GeV [31 are 
used for comparison. 

2. KNO SCALING 
Koba, Nielsen and Olesen have formulated the statement of 

independence of the multiplicity distribution shape of the energy 
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of primary particles (4i. This statement was formulated for very 
high energies, i.e. very large multiplicities, when one can 
operate with multiplicity distribution as with continuous 
function. Figure la depicts a possible picture of these functions 
for various primary energies. The area under each curve is equal 
to unity since it is the sum of all the probabilities: JP„dn= 
=S P = 1. The average multiplicity C<n>= 2 nP„= lnP ndn3 increases 
with energy. 

fodn=2Pn=l 

.012 
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n 

.008 ~//^~^\ 
v fodz=<R> 
\ <2>=1 

.004 

• I l l * ^ * * 

«И 
^(z)dz=i 
<z>=Jz<|/(z)dz=i 

Fig. 1. Definition of the concept of similarity for a 
continuous function CKNO scaling). The normalized functions Ca) 
are similar if after linear compression of each function along the 
horizontal axis proportionally to any of its horizontal 
dimensions, e.g. <n> CbJ, and linear stretching along the vertical 
axis by the same factor Cc), they coincide at each point. 
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Each curve can be compressed along the horizontal axis 
proportionally to any of its horizontal dimensions, e.g. <n> as in 
fin. lb Ceither a modal value or width etc.J, and stretched along 
the veitu.al axis by the same factor in order to make the areas 
equal aqain tfiq.lcJ. Ihe statement of KNO scaling consists in 
that the curves coincide at each point 151. Figure lc can be 
written in the form 

P n= l/<n> *tn/<n>1 , С2Э 
where *lz) is an enerqy-independent function normalized by the 
conditions 

I4CzJdz= 1 , С33 
which follows from the equality of the sum of all probabilities to 
unity, and 

Jz¥(z3dz= 1 С4Э 
because we compressed the functions l'n until the average value of 
each function reached unity. Formula (23 imposes no restraints, 
except (.33 and C43, on the shape of the function Kz). It is 
merely a definition of the concept of similarity for continuous 
normalized functions. 

3. CONTRADICTION 
For present-day accelerator energies the function P is 

essentially discrete: the condition <n>» 1 C<n _>>'• 23 is not 
fulfilled. For example, <n>i 2 at P l a b = 100 GeV/c and <n>^ 5 at 
2000 GeV/c. In this case, irrespective of any physical 
considerations, formula C2J becomes mathematically incorrect 
because it contradicts the condition S P n= 1 as can be shown in 
fig. 2a. 

To obtain some multiplicity distribution having a given value 
of <n> from the continuous universal function *CzJ in fig. 2a, the 
inverse operation to that in fig.l should be done, i.e. the scale 
z Q= l/<n> should be chosen on the z axis. Then the probability P 
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Fig.2. Obtaining ol the discrete multiplicity distribution 
from the continuous normalized universal function 4CzJ; 
СаЭ- according to the commonly used recipe P =l/<n> *(п/<п>), then 
Z Pn* 1; CbD- according to the correct recipe. 

is egual to the area of the rectangle which touches the curve *Cz) 
by its left vertex at the point z= nz Q= n/<n>. The height of the 
rectangle is ФСп/<п>)= <n>P n and its base is l/<n>. For very small 
values of z Clarge <n» the sum of the areas of the lectangles 
Ctotal probability) equals the area under the curve, i.e. it is 
egual to unity. However, with increasing z (.with decreasing 
ennigy) these areas cannot, certainly, remain equal at each value 
of 2 . Our "numerical inteqiat inn" becomes too rough. 

The change of normalization with energy would mean the return 
of * dependence on energy. Figure 2a approximately corresponds to 
the multiplicity distribution in PP interactions at Pi ah = 100 
Gev/v. The distribution of all charged particles is exactly the 
same; only the probabilities are redenoted according to C D : 
P0-»p£, P]*P4 and so on. Thus, if arithmetic is valid, an 
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experimental check of eq. C23 cannot yield a positive result Cat 
least up to ISR energies at a present-day accuracy of experimental 
data). 

To test the hypothesis of similarity of multiplicity 
distributions, the concept of similarity for discrete functions is 
first to be defined. It should be consistent for <n>=: 1 and return 
to the ordinary form C2) for <n>» 1. 

4. GENERALIZATION 
An obvious generalization of the recipe of obtaining all 

multiplicity distributions from one universal function *Cz) is 
shown in fig.2b where the partial probabilities P n are merely 
equal to the area under the curve within the interval z Q. It is 
seen that the sum of probabilities is always equal to unity, and 
the figures a and b coincide for z -Ю. This can be expressed as [6] 

Cn+l)z„ 
P = / ° «z)dz . С5Э 

ffio 
Normalization conditions C3) and С4) for *Cz) certainly remain. 
Now one can guess the function ФСг) or obtain it from very high 
energies, when the approximate formula C2) is valid, and calculate 
all multiplicity distributions by eq. C5) substituting various 
scales z . 

Let us introduce a continuous parameter m= z/z Q which fills 
up gaps on the discrete n-axis in fig. la and which we would have 
to introduce before obtaining formula C23 in order not to 
integrate over the discrete parameter n. Then eq. С 53 can be 
rewritten in the form 

ntl 
P n= J PCmDdm , C6) 

where " n 

with 
PCm)= l/<m> «m/<m>3 С7Э 

<m>= JmPCmJdm- l / z Q . C8) 

Thus, the discrete m u l t i p l i c i t y distribution is presented as a 
histogram from the continuous function having KNO invariant 
properties. 



One can say that the definition of the concept of similarity 
remained to be the definition for continuous functions. Only the 
recipe of obtaining ihe discrete distribution from the continuous 
function was changed. Instead of the inconsistent recipe actually 
used in С2D 

P n = P C » 3 " » * n > C 9 ) 

we deal now with the correct recipe C6). 
Almost the same method of obtaining multiplicity 

distributions from the continuous function, which was not yet KNO 
invariant, was used in papers (71. 

Eq. C5J can be presented in an integral form (6,81 
2 P t= I PCm)dm= J «Cz)dz= iimn) , C103 
n K n nz Q 

oo 
where $Cz3= J *Cz)dz is a universal function normalized by the 

z 
conditions 

SC0)= / §Cz3dz= 1, С Ш 
which arises from the conditions С 3D and C4). The partial 
probabilities are expressed through this function simpler than in 
С5Э 

P n= §Cnz03- §CCn+lDz0J . С12) 
In contradistinction to 4tz), the function $Cz) allows one to plot 
multiplicity distributions for a variety of energies on one curve 
according to CIO) if the dependence of <ra>= l/z Q on energy or <n> 
is known Csee (6,81 and also (9,101). 

5. APPROXIMATE CONSEQUENCES 
For not very small values of <n>, from С6Э - С83 one can 

obtain approximately (6,81 
n+1 n+1 

<m>=JmPCm)dm= 2 X mPbtidmfe 2Cn+.5) i PCm)dm=2Cn+. 5)P_=<n>+. 5. С13Э 
n n n n n n 

This is also seen from fig. 2b since the area P R lies between the 
abscissas n and n+1, therefore the abscissa n+. 5 is to be assigned 
to the area P_ for an approximate calculation of the centre of the 
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continuous curve by the histoqram. An accurate calculation shows 
that lor very different functions 4Cz) this approximation 
(<m>= <n>+.5) works well already from <n>i .3 which corresponds to 
Pjaj,i4 GeWc in PP interactions. 

For the central moments: a - JCra-<m»£l PCitOdm Ccontinuous 
function) and DJ]= 3Xn-<n>)c' P Cdiscrete one) the result proves to 
be still simpler because the addition .5 to n and <n> cancels Cthe 
central moments are independent of the peak position on the 
abscissa axis) 

n + 1 л n n + 1 n 
u = " Km-<ra»q PCm)dm* IlCn+.S-<n>-.5)4 j pcm)dm= D q . C14) 

4 n n n п ч 

Therefore the known proportionality for continuous KNO invariant 
functions u' 4 ot <m> leads to an approximate proportionality for 
discrete distributions 

D ot C<n>+.5) , C15) 
which results in the Wroblewski relations 111] when passing to all 
charqed particles in PP interactions according to C D 

Dq h t x ( < n c h > _ 1 3 - C 1 6 ) 

For e +e~ annihilation, eq.ClSJ yields Dj:" a C<n _>+l). 
From C6), C7) and C13) we also get 

V P C n 3lm=n +.5 = Ш *<?$*)* 7^5 * C ^ T 5 ) , C17) 
which results in "improved KNO" 111 J taking CI) into account: 

B. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 
As seen from fig. 2b, if we have an experimental multiplicity 

distribution at some energy, we can obtain a distribution for a 
lower energy corresponding to z Q which is twice as much. In this 
case P 0= P0+Pj; Pj= P 2+P 3; P ^ P 4+P g and so on. The same can be 
repeated for zj;=3z0: Pj; = P3 n

+ p3n+l + P3n+2 a n d s o o n* A comparison of 
the points obtained by this method from ISR data with those at 
lower energies is made in figs. 3 and 4. One can see that they 
coincide down to the lowest energies. By the way, note that 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the experimental multiplicity 
distributions with the distributions calculated from those 
obtained for higher energies according to the recipe ^^Zn^Zn+V 
Pn' = P3n + P3n+l + P3n+2 a n d s o o n C s e e "8.2bJ. 

another recipe follows iiom foi inula GJJ: P^= 2Pg ; P"=.3P3 and so 
on, and the sums of the obtained probabilities cannot be exactly 
equal to 1. Figure 4 shows the Wi'ohlewski straight lines and also 
the lower limits of values of D CD is minimum for a given value 
of <n> when only two neighbouring probabilities P are not equal 
to zero 11213. 

The ratios C<n>+.b'VDg and a

Q

/ 0 z f o r P P inelastic 
interactions at Pi a b= 3.̂ 2000 GeV/c and for e +e~ annihilation at 
•*s= 3 f35 GeV are presented in figs. 5 and 6. Contrary to the 
commonly used variables С = <n4>/<n>4, these ratios should go 
fastly to the plateau with increasing energy as seen from eqs. 
П 4 ) and C15J. The presented errors are calculated under the 
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Fig. 4. D = CS Cn-<n» q P „ ) 1 / q versus <n>. The calculated ^ q n 
points are obtained as in fig.3. 

assumption of normality and independence of the published errors 
of the cross sections. The curves are obtained according to 
formula С5Э by substituting the functions 

4Cz3 p p= aCz+.143 e"bCz+.14) ? 

«Czi e e= aCz-. 17Э 3 e ~ b C z ~ * 1 П 

С19Э 

Cfor z<.17: Ф=0). C20) 
Here .14 and .17 are free parameters and the coefficients a and b 
obtained from С33 and C43 are respectively equal to 1.251 and .618 
for PP and 13.16 and 2.565 for e+e". The curves of fig.3 are 
obtained in the same manner. Several different one-parameter 
functions, which describe the data well too, have been found for 
both cases Csee also (81). However, all of them contain -z in 
the exponent 191. The presented functions are chosen due to 
integration simplicity. They differ from those obtained in (131 
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Fig.5. Ratios which should go fastly to the plateau with 
increasing energy if the "Accurate Multiplicity Scaling" is valid. 
The curves are obtained by formula C53 (fig.2b) with *Cz3 
presented in the figure. The coefficients a and b calculated from 
the conditions СЗ), С40 are equal to 1.251 and .618, respectively. 

only in shifts along the z-axis C-. 14 and +.173. Calculating the 
curves for e+e~, P was set to zero since it was not measured 
experimentally which is essential only for the lowest energies 
though. 

It is interesting that according to Polyakov's paper 1141, 
where KNO scaling for e +e" annihilation was first predicted, the 
increase of <n>oc s should be obtained from such a fall of ФСгЗ _„2 
for large z Ce 3. 

The Collider point at V§= 546 GeV is presented in figs. 7 and 
8 along with other data. No data on inelastic interactions at 200 
and 900 GeV have been published Conly non single-diffractive3. 
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Fig.6. The same for e e~ interactions. For zi. 17 *CzD=0. The 
coefficients a and b are equal to 13.16 and 2. 565, respectively. 
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obtained from the scaling for negative particles as in fig.5 when 
passing to all charged particles according to C D . 
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Fig.8. Percentage of events having n ^- ^^ nch^ ^ o r ^'^"ch^ 
versus <n c h>. The curves are obtained as in fig.7. lumps ol the 
function occurs when 2<nc-> (2.3<n ( n> becomes equal to an even 
integer since the next P does not already enter into this sura. 

ch 

The quantities С in fig.< are raised to the 1/q power for 
stretching the scale at small q. The curves are obtained using the 
same scaling function (19) for negative particles when passing to 
charged particles act-onling In M ) (dialing Ci) cannot be 
simultaneously periotmed f'oi iinqal.ive and uhatqed pai licles in PP 
interactions due to shift +r! in (1)). Statistical and systematic 
errors for 546 GeV ate added quadi at. n.ally. An evidence for 
scalinq violation is seen for the Collider enerqy (up to 3.5 
errors for Cc). 

Fiquie 8 shows the pet i.nntage ot events with multiplicity 
which is 2 (.?..5) times and mac as larqt? as the average one. Jumps 
of the curve occur with rising <n c n> when 2<n c J l> C2.5<n c n» 
becomes equal to an even integer since the next partial 
probability I' does not already enter into this sum. The errors 

nch 
for the Collider point are calculated taking into account the 
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errors of <nch>: 2<ncn>= 55+1.3. Therefore the SUB should include 
events from «ск-54 at the lower bound of the error and from n c n-58 
at the upper one. The same is for 2.5<ncn>= 68.811.7 C68 and 72). 
Apparently, the height of the tail varies insignificantly at this 
variation of <nrn>. 
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